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Abstract

Abstract
In the highlands of Madagascar rice cultivation is mainly restricted by temperature.
Usually one crop is planted per year because of seasonal climate limitations. In order
to increase local rice production without expanding the cultivation area, seasonal production windows have to be used more efficiently by either introducing effective crop
rotations or double cropping systems. To ensure success, crop responses to variable
thermal environments must be accurately predicted.
The focus of the present study lies on thermal responses of early source development
of rice. Five contrasting rice genotypes have been selected for assessment of early
source development on two sites at three staggered planting dates, hereby creating
six different thermal environments. Leaf development and tiller production were assessed in weekly observations at respective experimental sites and related to average
air temperature over two weeks preceding the date of observation. Additionally, leaf
area and dry matter accumulation was assessed by performing a snap-shot over all
available planting dates, with plants at different developmental stages. Gained data
was subsequently related to experienced thermal environment, expressed in growing
degree days.
Leaf development and respective leaf appearance rates (LAR) were found to be primarily controlled by temperature. A broken-stick regression was applied and a linear
thermal response of LAR of the leaves 5 – 8 could be substantiated at mean air temperatures (Tavg2w) between 12 °C and 18 °C. Beyond this temperature no significant
relation of LAR and temperature could be established. No significant differences in
thermal response (slope of the regression line) of LARs could be observed among
tested genotypes. Tbase for development of leaves 5 – 8 was found to be between 8.2
°C and 10.2 °C with significant differences among tested genotypes (p = 0.0015).
Location factors, particularly water deficit and occurrence of pests, seemed to influence observed LARs, since within overlapping temperature range LARs observed in
Ivory were lower than in Ambohibary. Leaf area of single leaves was found to increase
with temperature in in four of five tested genotypes (p <0.0001). L/W-ratio of respective leaves likewise increased with temperature in all tested genotypes (p <0.001).
Tiller production could rather be related to radiation intensity [W/m²] than to prevailing
temperatures. Four of five observed varieties exhibited a significant increase in tillering rates with increasing radiation (p <0.02). Gained data from snap-shot observation
coincided with the results obtained from weekly observations of source development,
nevertheless the method requires further verification and incorporation of cardinal
temperatures for accurate estimation of crop development.
X
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1. Introduction
1.1

Global importance of rice

Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the major staple crops worldwide and represents the
main food source for more than half of the world’s population. 738 tons of paddy rice
were produced in 2013 on about 11% of the world’s cultivated land (FAOSTAT, 2016).
90% of the production and consumption takes place in Asia, whereby three major
countries, China, India and Indonesia account for about 60% of world’s rice production
(FAOSTAT, 2016). But also in Africa and South America rice has become of great
importance over the last decades and constitutes a high share of the carbohydrate
and protein supply. In West-Africa the demand for rice has grown at 6 % annually
since 1973 driven by population growth, rapid urbanization, changing food habits and
changes in family occupational structures (GRiSP, 2013). In Southern and East Africa, the rice production increased by 57% from 2000 to 2010 with 1.19 and 1.87 million t respectively, whereby the highest share of the production increase was due to
expansion of rice cultivation area and not through yield improvement (GRiSP, 2013).
Despite the advance of rice production systems in times of green revolution, most rice
producers living in subsistence economies have no access to irrigation, advanced
varieties, farming practices or agricultural inputs. Thus, the yields remain low and
equally the livelihood of the farmers. Less than five percent of the global rice production is traded on the world market, the highest share is destined for the local markets,
putting the emphasis of most rice economies on self-sufficiency (Fairhurst and Dobermann, 2002). Although rice farming is important in some developed countries, it is
often the most important economic activity in low-middle income countries, where it is
occupying 19% of the total cropping area (GRiSP, 2013). Considering rapid population growth in developing countries, which in turn rely most on rice as a primary food
source, enhancing rice production is a primary tool to establish food security. Accordant to forecasts, rice production should increase by 40% till 2030 to satisfy the growing
demand (Brown, 1996).
1.2

Rice production systems

Rice production systems are as diverse as the world’s environments. O. sativa, grown
worldwide is the dominant species. Production systems range from humid to arid and
from lowland to highland areas. Another species which contributes to human nutrition,
O. glaberrima, also called African rice is cultivated and consumed in West-Africa, but
due to lower yields increasingly displaced by O. sativa (Linares, 2002). According to
prevailing environmental conditions and farming practices rice production systems
may be irrigated or rainfed lowland (=paddy rice), upland or completely flooded. The
1
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global abundance of different systems and their proportion of total production are
shown in Fig. 1. Highest share of the global rice production is paddy rice (lowland),
where a water layer of 5 – 10 cm is maintained in bunded fields over the whole growing season by irrigation or at least partly when it’s rainfed. The fields are puddled to
reduce soil permeability and seedlings are usually transplanted into the standing water. This traditional system approved most in terms of yield (up to 10 t/ha), labor expense (less weeding necessary) and ecosystem services (e. g. fish as protein source).
If the temperature is adequate and irrigation is possible rice is often double cropped,
whereas in rainfed environments the cultivation period is mostly restricted to the rainy
season. Upland rice systems are less productive than lowland systems and account
for only 11 % of the global rice production area. Nevertheless, in West and Central
Africa upland rice systems make up 35% of the rice cultivation area and employ 70%
of the region’s rice farmers (GRiSP, 2013). Flood-prone rice cultivation systems are
often submerged deeper than 100 cm. They’re located in river deltas and floodplains.
Both upland and flooded rice cultivation systems play a minor role in the global food
supply, but on a regional scale they’re of great importance for food security in marginal
crop production areas

Production area [Mio. ha]
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Production share [%]
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Figure 1: Global area of rice
production systems and their
proportion of the world production.
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Rice production in Madagascar

As reported by FAO (2016), 33% of the population in Madagascar were undernourished in 2015. The total population amounted to 21 million, reaching 50 Million before
2050 (FAOSTAT, 2016). Agriculture is the most important economic activity, accounting for about one third of GDP and employing 70% of the workforce (GRiSP, 2013).
Paddy rice is the most cultivated crop (3.6 million t. in 2013; FAO, 2016) and has a
high economic importance since the Malagasy population has one of the highest rice
consumption rates in the world (105.5 kg milled rice/capita/year in 2009; GRiSP,

2
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2013) and 85% of current agricultural producers, representing 60% of the total population, cultivate rice (Minten and Dorosh, 2006).
There are four types of rice production systems in Madagascar occupying 60% of the
total arable area. Irrigated or rainfed lowland, upland (Mal.= tanety) and rice as a first
crop after slash and burn (Mal.= tavy), whereby 78 % of the rice cultivation area was
irrigated in 2009 (GRiSP, 2013). Paddy rice systems in Madagascar cover a wide
range of different environments (highland/ lowland, humid/arid), genotypes and management practices. Sequentially production seasons show a temporal variability
across the country (Table 1). In the lowlands along the coastal line farmers are able
to double crop rice whereas the highlands are restricting in terms of low temperatures
and partially limited water availability. Major production constraints are lack of access
to agricultural inputs and several biotic and abiotic stresses, like drought, unfavorable
temperatures, diseases and pests.
Table 1: Rice production seasons in Madagascar. GRiSP, 2013

Season

Planting

Harvesting

Main Plateau

Oct – Nov

Apr – Jun

Vatomandry, east

Oct – Nov

Jun – Jul

Hosy, east coast

Apr – Jun

Oct – Nov

Asara, west coast

Nov

Jan

Atriatry, west coast

Feb

May

Jeby, west coast

July

Oct

Considering the rapid population growth in Madagascar it’s necessary either to increase the productivity of given rice cropping systems or to expand the cultivated area
in pursuance of enhancing food security. By introducing double cropping systems in
the highlands or designing effective cropping calendar options it would be possible to
increase current rice production without expanding the cultivation area. Nevertheless,
introducing double cropping systems constitutes a challenge because of pronounced
seasonality and varying thermal conditions. Detailed research about crop responses
to varying environmental conditions across all phenophases is needed, especially
when considering climate change. The present study focuses on early source development1 of five selected rice genotypes and intents to contribute to understanding of
thermal responses of leaf development and how thermal environment affects vegetative growth.

1

Source development is defined as the establishment of photosynthetically active leaf area.
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2.1

Hypothesis

The source development of rice and the formation of yield components during the
early vegetative stage2 have a strong influence on the final grain yield. The processes
governing source development, particularly leaf development, are mainly dependent
on the thermal environment (regardless of nutrient-/water-supply). In the highlands of
Madagascar, temperature is one of the most constraining production factors in rice
cropping systems. Knowledge about thermal responses of leaf development during
the early vegetative stage is crucial to improve the efficiency and productivity of rice
cropping systems, especially when taking changing climatic conditions into account.
Several hypotheses were postulated in this study concerning the early growth and
development of rice, with regard to thermal environment:
-

Temperature has a strong influence on biomass accumulation and leaf area
build-up during the early vegetative stage.

-

Thermal environment has an impact on the number of leaves produced, the
leaf appearance rate (LAR) and the individual leaf area of single leaves.

-

LARs of rice are further governed by developmental stage and genotype.

-

Tillering rate is rather controlled by radiation and developmental stage than by
temperature

-

When vegetative rice growth is primarily controlled by temperature, growth
curves and genotypic thermal responses may be ascertained by performing a
snapshot3 across several staggered planting dates, with plants at different developmental stages.

2

The early vegetative stage is defined here as the interval between germination and the
panicle induction.

3

Spotty destructive measurements of leaf area and dry matter in a temporary limited period.
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2.2

Research objectives

The main objective of the present study was to investigate early source development
of selected rice genotypes in varying thermal environments. For this purpose, a bilocational trial with monthly staggered planting dates was selected, thereby representing contrasting thermal conditions. Following research objectives formed the basis of
the study.
-

Determination of LAR of five genotypes in three successive planting dates at
both sites and establishing a relation between LAR and thermal environment.

-

Identifying genotypic LA responses to varying thermal environments.

-

Destructive measurement of leaf area (LA) and dry matter (DM) of five genotypes across all available planting dates and correlating gained data with prevailing thermal conditions during the growth period, in order to establish genotypic growth curves for varietal comparison.

5
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3.1

Rice phenology

Crop phenology is the study of initiation, differentiation and development of plant organs, whereby the term growth rather refers to accumulation of biomass in the plant
as whole or a certain organ (Hodges, 1990). Phenology describes the appearance
and succession of developmental events like emergence of leaves, tillering (e.g. in
rice), flowering or fruit setting in course of the growth period. Rice development may
be divided into four phenophases (Dingkuhn and Asch, 1999):
1. Basic vegetative phase (BVP)
2. Photoperiod sensitive phase (PSP)
3. Reproductive phase (RP)
4. Grain-filling phase (GFP)
The onset and duration of each developmental stage is strictly subjected to prevailing
environmental conditions, particularly temperature and photoperiod (Dingkuhn and
Asch, 1999). Thus, knowledge about crop phenology and its interactions with the
photo-thermal environment is essential for establishment of successful cropping systems. Accurate prediction of crop phenology is the basis of crop growth models and
allows to improve existing farming practices (Yin and Kropff, 1996; Summerfield et al.,
1992). In previous studies, it was shown that variations in total crop duration occur
mainly due to differences in BVP and PSP (Sie et al., 1998). Whereas during BVP
crop development is primarily controlled by temperature, during PSP, both temperature and photoperiod influence crop development (Dingkuhn and Asch, 1999).
The effect of temperature on crop development may be ascertained by using the concept of thermal time, since crops require a certain amount of heat to proceed to the
next developmental stage (Sie et al., 1998). The mechanism underlying this concept
is assigning a heat value to each day of the growth period, which is usually the daily
mean temperature minus a genotypic base temperature (Tbase) for crop development.
The values are added up, resulting in growing degree days (GDD [°Cd]). It has been
observed, that crop development rate increased linearly with daily mean temperature
up to a genotypic optimum temperature (Topt), beyond which development rates remained constant or even decreased (Sie et al., 1998). Based on the GDD a rough
estimation of the developmental process may be provided and crop duration may be
assessed.
Rice is facultative short-day plant, hence a photoperiod <12h generally induces the
formation of flowering organs (Shresta et al., 2012). The photoperiod response of a
given rice cultivar is determined by its photoperiod sensitivity. Dingkuhn and Miezan
6
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(1995) reported remarkable differences in photoperiod sensitivity among rice genotypes, resulting in varying critical photoperiod4 and responses to long-day conditions.
Fukai (1999) reported that in tropical lowland rice cultivation systems photoperiod insensitive cultivars required the same time from sowing to flowering when sown at
different planting dates, while in photoperiod sensitive cultivars the time to flowering
was strongly dependent on the sowing date. Quantification of photoperiod sensitivity
may be ascertained by regressing time to flowering vs. length of photoperiod (Mackill
et al., 1996). Resulting slopes indicate photoperiod responses of a given genotype.
At the end of the vegetative growth phase (BVP + PSP) panicle initiation occurs, followed by RP, which lasts approx. 35 days under tropical conditions and is assumed
not to vary too much among genotypes. RP ends with flowering and is followed by
GFP, which lasts approx. 30 days (Mackill et al., 1996).
3.2

Rice responses to environmental conditions

Growth, yield and crop duration of a rice plant is primarily determined by solar radiation and temperature, provided that no other factors (water, nutrients, biotic factors)
are restricting. Both factors influence growth in a quantitative (biomass accumulation)
and a qualitative way (phasal development) (Tanaka, 1976). High radiation is generally considered to have a positive effect on growth. Tanaka et al. (1966, adapted from
Stuerz, 2014) showed that dry matter and leaf area increase with increasing radiation.
The irradiation period, i.e. day length, on the other hand has a strong influence on
crop duration, especially on photoperiod-sensitive genotypes. Short days accelerate
phasal development and thereby shorten the crop duration (Tanaka, 1976).
Effects of temperature are more complex, since all metabolic processes depend on
temperature. There is usually a genotype-specific optimum temperature and an upper
and lower limit for growth. Within a range of 22 – 31 C° there’s an almost linear increase of growth with temperature (Yoshida, 1981). Rice is known to be very sensitive
to cold temperatures, due to its relatively high Tbase for growth. Depending on genotype and growth stage cold injuries may occur when daily mean temperature drops
below 20 °C (Yoshida, 1981). Most sensitive growth stages are the early source development and the reproductive phase where chilling may induce up to 100 % spikelet
sterility (Shimono et al., 2002). Stuerz (2014) has shown a positive relationship between meristem temperature and LA per tiller and number of spikelets per panicle.
According to the concept of thermal time, plants require a certain amount of heat units
to complete their life-cycle, hence high temperatures shorten crop duration, resulting

4

Critical photoperiod is the shortest daylength under which flowering is not initiated
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in less time to build up yield components (Tanaka, 1976). In variable thermal environments, one of major factors impeding the intensification of cropping systems is the
variability of crop duration (Sie et al., 1998).
The grain yield of rice is determined by yield components (tiller/ m², spikelets/ tiller,
spikelet fertility %) formed at different phenophases. Each component differs in its
contribution to the final grain yield and in the time when it is formed (Yoshida, 1981).
Crop responses to environmental growth factors differ between phenophases and
genotypes. Hence individual contribution of each yield component to the final grain
yield may vary depending on the experienced environmental conditions (Shresta et
al., 2012). Yin and Kropff (1996) and Ellis et al. (1993) reported distinct Topt for foliar
and floral development, although the results were contradicting. While Ellis et al.
(1993) reported lower Topt for foliar development, Yin and Kropff (1996) observed exactly the opposite. During the vegetative stage, low radiation has only slight negative
effects on growth and production of yield components, whereas during the reproductive stage, low radiation leads to a low number of spikelets per plant and a high percentage of unfilled grains (Yoshida, 1981). High temperatures increase leaf emergence and tillering during the early vegetative stage, whereas during the reproductive
stage high temperatures reduce spikelet-fertility and spikelet-number per plant (Yoshida, 1981; Jagadish et al., 2007). Low temperatures may delay crop development
and increase crop duration when occurring at vegetative stage, but when occurring at
booting to heading stage chilling may induce up to 100 % spikelet sterility at temperatures below 18 °C (Shresta et al., 2011). Summarized, high radiation intensity and
moderate temperatures favor the formation of sink organs during the reproductive
phase. The build-up of source organs during the early vegetative stage on the other
hand is mainly dependent on prevalent temperature.
In lowland rice cultivation systems, influence of temperature must be further differentiated since the plants are partly submerged in water during a large part of the growing
season. Thus, water temperature may have a larger influence on plant growth and
development than air temperature (Stuerz et al., 2014). The relevant temperature for
crop development is the temperature affecting the apical meristem, which is water
until the booting stage, where the meristem is lifted above the ponded water layer
(Ritchie, 1993). Shimono et al. (2002) established a correlation between water temperature and leaf growth in paddy rice. Water and air temperature are closely linked,
but may differ a lot in their amplitude, especially in regions with large diurnal temperature fluctuations. Still, according to Sie et al. (1998) rice growth can be adequately
simulated using air temperatures in regions without large diurnal temperature fluctuations.
8
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3.3

Source development

Early source development is one of the most sensitive growth stages regarding low
temperatures. Hence particularly in environments where temperature constitutes a
restricting growth factor, e.g. in the highlands of Madagascar, early vigor and development become more important and have a marked influence on crop duration and
yield. The physiological processes governing vegetative growth and formation of yield
components during the vegetative stage are phyllochron (1/ LAR) and tillering (Jaffuel
and Dauzat, 2004). Phyllochron is defined as the interval between similar developmental stages of successive leaves on the same culm (Wilhelm and McMaster, 1995).
Tillering is the formation of independent (own adventive roots) potentially paniclebearing branches on the unelongated basal internode (Li et al., 2003). The processes
are distinct, but closely related and result in synchronous leaf appearance rates on
the main stem and tillers (Jaffuel and Dauzat, 2004). Phyllochron and tillering are
strongly dependent on environmental conditions, particularly temperature and radiation. Whereas leaf development is assumed to be primarily controlled by temperature,
Yoshida (1973) suggested that tillering is rather controlled by the interaction of temperature, radiation and carbohydrate metabolism.
Development starts with the germination of seeds, which is defined as the appearance
of the coleoptile which length amounts to 1 cm. First leaf to appear after coleoptile is
usually lacking a leaf blade and grows about 2 cm. Subsequent leaves possess leaf
blades and appear at almost constant intervals (Yoshida, 1981). Nevertheless, in previous studies it was shown that phyllochron is correlated with growth events. A shorter
phyllochron may coincide with tillering, while a longer phyllochron may be induced
due to floral differentiation (Jaffuel and Dauzat, 2004). Yoshida (1981) also reported
decreasing leaf appearance rates with older plant age. The last leaf to appear before
the booting stage is called flag leaf. The panicle is initiated shortly before the flag leaf
appears. Yoshida (1981) estimated that the panicle is initiated 30 days before heading
stage which would coincide with the appearance of the last 1-3 leaves. The maximum
number of leaves varies with the cultivar and environmental conditions (Yin and
Kropff, 1996). As reported by Yoshida (1981) short to medium duration cultivars produce 10-18 leaves on the main culm while the number of leaves produced by photoperiod-insensitive cultivars remains constant even under varying photo-thermal conditions. Sie et al. (1998) observed varying leaf-number in cultivars sown at different
planting dates, which was correlated with crop duration. As a result of the study he
claims that total crop duration is dependent on two major components of measurable
duration: 1) Appearance of the first five leaves, which is mainly dependent on temperature and 2) the length of the induction period (identical to PSP), which is occurring
just before panicle initiation, and depends on temperature and photoperiod. According
9
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to Sie et al. (1998) one third of crop duration variability can be attributed to the LAR
of the first 5 leaves and two thirds to the duration of induction period. No significant
temperature dependency could be observed in the phyllochron in any leaf position
higher than five in any of tested genotypes (Sie et al. 1998).
Tillering usually starts with the development of 5th or 6th leaf and stops before heading
stage. The number of tillers is highest at around the initiation of panicle primordia and
is often reduced afterwards. As a result, tillers produced at earlier growth stages usually produce panicles while those developed later may bear panicles or not (Yoshida,
1981). Huang et al. (2011) has shown that panicle number per unit cultivation area is
positively correlated with grain yield. Hence production of panicle bearing tillers is a
major factor determining rice yield. Besides environmental factors tiller production is
strongly affected by agronomic management and the interaction between environment and management. Plant density and N-nutrition are the major agronomic factors
determining tiller number (Huang et al., 2013). Higher planting density increase tiller
number per unit cultivation area but decrease tiller number per hill. Zhong (2002)
showed that tillering is negatively correlated with LAI and when a critical LAI is
reached tillering stops. In previous studies, it was reported that increasing LAI causes
increased shading and thus inhibits tillering and causes higher tiller mortality (e.g.
Graf et al., 1990). Zhong et al. (2002) has also shown that critical LAI, where tillering
stops, is lower when N is deficient. Peng and Cassman (1998) reported that under
favorable growth conditions N-uptake is positively correlated with daily mean temperature. Followingly low temperatures inhibit N-uptake, decrease critical LAI, and thus
reduce tiller production.
Summarizing, crop responses to environmental growth factors across all phenophases were already well described by many authors in the past, but still predictive power
of existing crop growth models is often limited to locations where the model was calibrated, indicating that the effect of environmental factors on crop growth and development is still not completely understood. The present study shall contribute to this
understanding by investigating thermal responses of selected rice genotypes in
course of the vegetative development in a set of contrasting environmental conditions
in the highlands of Madagascar.
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4.1

Site description

The field experiments were conducted in Central-Madagascar at two sites differing in
altitude (Ambohibary, 19°63’ S, 47°14’ E: 1600 masl and Ivory, 19°54’S, 46°40’E: 900
masl) and thermic environment, thereby providing a basis for comparison of varieties
with regard to thermal responses of source development. The climate at both sites is
characterized by a marked seasonality. Dry and cold season from May to September
and wet and warm season from October to March. The yearly precipitation amounts
to 1500 mm and 1400 mm in Ivory and Ambohibary respectively. Yearly average temperature amounts to 16 °C Ambohibary and 22 °C in Ivory. Temperature and precipitation were recorded during the experimental period and are presented in Fig. 2 for
both sites.
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daily Tmin.
daily Tmax.
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40

100
25
70
15
40
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10
01.10.2015
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01.02.2016
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Date
Figure 2: Climate charts for the experimental sites Ambohibary and Ivory.
Values represent daily Tmin, Tmax, Tavg and precipitation. Black arrow marks the duration
of the experimental period.
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4.2

Experimental design

The experimental design of the PhD-research project was a non-replicated trial with
monthly staggered planting dates (PDs) in course of two successive years (September 2016 – August 2018), with 24 PDs in total. 20 contrasting genotypes were selected
for phenological and physiological observations. A split-plot design was chosen with
PDs as main plots and genotypes as subplots (Fig. 14, Annex). Each PD comprised
all 20 genotypes in a non-replicated completely randomized block. The sowing was
conducted in nursery beds and was staggered by two weeks across the two experimental sites. The plants were transplanted into the experimental plots when three-tofour fully developed leaves were visible. The individual plot size accounted for 12 m².
Plot-to-plot spacing accounted for 40 cm. Planting density in the plot accounted for
25 plants/m².
For the present Master’s thesis, the experimental period was limited to three-and-ahalf months (March 2016 – June 2016), according to three PDs (PD 6 – 8). Two different approaches were designed for data collection. The first approach comprised
measurements of LAR, which was determined across five selected varieties in course
of three PDs at both sites. The five varieties (Chomrong, X-Jigna, Faro 35, IR64 and
X265) were selected based on contrasting phenological and morphological characteristics and supposedly different responses to thermal environments. The second
approach comprised destructive sampling of LA and biomass (DM) among the same
genotypes and throughout all available PDs.
At the same time, meteorological data, covering all growth determining factors (radiation, air temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind speed) was recorded. Gained phenological data (LAR, LA, DM) was correlated with the experienced thermal environment.
4.3

Genotypes

Selection of genotypes comprised contrasting characteristics in terms of growth, environmental adaptation and yield potential and should cover a broad range of thermal
responses (Table 2). Selected varieties are further assumed to be tolerant to low temperatures.
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120
6
Philippines iron toxicity tolerance LL, IR, RF
X 265

110-120
6
Philippines poor soil, low nutrient LL, IR, RF
IR 64

120-150
6
LL, IR, RF
Nigeria
Faro35

salt tolerance

100-125
4
HL, RF
Ethiopia
X-Jigna

cold tolerance

110-130
6
HL, RF
Nepal
Chomrong

Cold tolerance

Mean Yield [t/ha] Duration
Ecosystem
Selection criteria
Origin
Variety

and FAO, Corporate Document Repository 2016.

HL = Highland, LL = lowland, RF = rainfed, IR = irrigated. Varietal information obtained from FOFIFA

Table 2: Genotypical characteristics of selected rice genotypes.
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Field management

The soils at both sites were representative for Madagascar’s rice cropping systems.
Field management practices comprised water, nutrient and pest management. Those,
usually growth limiting factors in Madagascar, should be excluded to avoid bias in
temperature responses of tested genotypes. The dates of sowing and transplanting
are listed in Table 3 for each observed PD.
The plots were flooded, with water layer adapted to seedling size at transplanting time
and later maintained at 5 – 10 cm. The water layer was further regulated during top
dressing (i.e. lowered to 1 – 2 cm during topdressing, and 2 – 3 days after top dressing
it was increased to 5 – 10 cm again).
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The nutrient management comprised basal dose application at transplanting (50 kg
N/ha (urea), 30 kg P/ha (TSP) and 50 kg K/ha (KCl)), first top-dressing at 20 days
after transplanting (75 kg N/ha (urea)) and second top-dressing at 50 days after transplanting (75 kg N/ha (urea), 50 kg K/ha (KCl)). Where necessary 5 – 10 kg Zn/ha
(ZnSO4) was applied once.
Table 3: Dates of sowing and transplanting

Planting Date

Site

Sowing

Transplanting

6

Ambohibary

19.02.2016

10.03.2016

6

Ivory

08.02.2016

29.02.2016

7

Ambohibary

18.03.2016

08.04.2016

7

Ivory

07.03.2016

31.03.2016

8

Ambohibary

18.04.2016

27.05.2016

8

Ivory

06.04.2016

09.05.2016

4.5
4.5.1

Data collection
Meteorological data

The meteorological data was continuously recorded with the WS-GP1 weather station
(DELTA-T devices) in 30 minute intervals. The weather station included sensors to
measure precipitation, solar radiation, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed
and wind direction. The station was installed at 2 m height above soil level.
4.5.2

Phenological observations

For LAR measurements three plants per plot were randomly selected at transplanting
and marked with bamboo sticks. Observations were conducted once a week at each
site and comprised measurements of plant height, tiller number and all leaves on the
main culm of the respective plant. Ontogenetic leaf number, length, width and senescence were determined in successive observations for each leaf on the main culm.
The youngest fully developed leaf was denoted with a permanent marker to facilitate
counting of leaves. In addition, water and soil temperature were determined three
times per plot, following the phenological observations. The observations were conducted in the morning hours between 8:00 and 12:00.
The destructive biomass and LA sampling was conducted in course of three weeks
during April 2016. From each available plot a representative plant was sampled and
transported to the laboratory, where developmental stage, tiller-number, LA and DM
were determined. After determining developmental stage and tiller number, plant tissues were separated into the fractions stems, leaves, roots and panicles. The roots
14
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were removed, since only aboveground biomass was of particular interest. LA of each
leaf was determined with LI-COR Area Meter (Model 3000A). Subsequently all plant
tissues were packed separately in paper bags and placed in the oven for three days
at 65 °C until a constant weight was reached. After drying plant tissues were unpacked
and weighed correctly to three decimal places.
4.6

Leaf nomenclature

At the first measurement, right after transplanting the number of fully developed
leaves was determined and numbered in a chronological order, with the oldest leaf
receiving the lowest number. A leaf was considered as fully developed when the ligule
was visible. As the first leaf often not existed anymore the numbers were allocated
confirming to internodes, which were still clearly identifiable.
4.7

Data analysis

Data-handling was accomplished in Excel 2016. Pivot-table-function was used to order data and to calculate means and variance. Regression analysis and graph creation were performed with Sigmaplot 12.5. Comparison of slopes was conducted via
covariate analysis in SAS 9.4, using “proc glm”. The model used in ANCOVA:
yik = µ + αi + βk + αβik + eik
4.7.1

Calculation of leaf appearance rate

For determination of LAR staggered intervals of 2 sampling dates (according approx.
2 weeks) were used to determine the number of newly emerged, fully developed
leaves for each plant at both sites and across all PDs. Subsequently LAR was calculated by dividing the number of newly emerged, fully developed leaves by the number
of days passed in between two sampling dates. Mean values and standard-deviation
of LARs were calculated for each plot (n = 3) at respective sampling dates.
4.7.2

Calculation of tillering rate

Tillering rate was determined by using likewise intervals of 2 weeks preceding the
date of observation.
4.7.3

Leaf area of single leaves

LA of single leaves was calculated by multiplying length and width of the respective
leaf and passing into account the correction factor, obtained from destructive samplings (Table 9, Annex).
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4.7.4

Environmental conditions

To quantify thermal environmental, air temperature values recorded by the meteorological station were averaged over two weeks referring to the period preceding the
date of observation (=Tavg2w). Standard-deviation of Tavg2w represents the variation
of daily Tavg in course of two weeks. In order to assess the effect of radiation [W/m²],
recorded data was likewise averaged over periods of two weeks (incl. night-time) preceding the date of observation (=Ravg2w).
4.7.5

Destructive biomass and leaf area sampling

Data gained from destructive samplings was related to the experienced thermal environment in course of the growth period. For this purpose, thermal time (GDD [°Cd])
was calculated by adding up daily mean temperatures from the sowing date up to the
sampling date. A sigmoid function (Sigmaplot 12.5, default function) was used to create genotypic growth curves for varietal comparison:

𝑦 = 𝑦0 +

𝑎
1 + 𝑒 −(

𝑥−𝑥0
)
𝑏
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5.1

Climate

Referring to Fig. 2, plants grown in Ambohibary experienced distinct climatic conditions than the plants in Ivory and thus differed in growth and development. Absolute
minimum and maximum temperatures in course of the experimental period accounted
for 1.3 °C and 27.8 °C in Ambohibary and 8.0 °C and 32.1 °C in Ivory. Diurnal temperature fluctuations ranged from 3.6 °C to 19.5 °C in Ambohibary and from 3.6 °C to
18.5 °C in Ivory in course of the experimental period. When considering both experimental sites and three observed planting dates, the plants were exposed to six distinct
experimental environments (Table 4).
Table 4: Thermal environments experienced by plants during the experimental period
at both sites in three successive planting dates.
Calculated values refer to the period from sowing until the end of the experimental period.
AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date.

Environment

Mean daily Tavg

Mean daily Tmin

Mean daily Tmax

AMB PD6

16.06

11.80

21.43

AMB PD7

15.12

10.74

20.51

AMB PD8

13.65

9.05

19.14

IVR PD6

23.35

18.73

29.59

IVR PD7

21.53

16.09

28.36

IVR PD8

20.45

14.40

27.73

5.2

Crop growth and development as affected by experimental environment

Crop growth and development were highly variable among PDs, experimental sites
and genotypes. Experimental environment had an influence on the final leaf-number
on the main culm, the production of potentially panicle-bearing tillers, plant height and
the duration of the vegetative stage. Observed values are presented in the Table 5.
The number of fully developed leaves on the main culm was higher in Ivory across all
varieties and PDs except for Chomrong at PD 6, although in Ambohibary final leafnumber mostly remained unknown. According to the final leaf-number produced on
the main culm, two groups with same characteristics may be differentiated. Chomrong
and X-Jigna which produced up to 11 leaves on the main culm and Faro 35, IR 64,
and X 265, which produced around 15 leaves on the main culm until emergence of
the flag leaf. At PD7 no variety accomplished to develop flag leaves in Ambohibary
and only Chomrong developed flag leaves at PD6. In Ivory Chomrong, X-Jigna and
IR 64 developed flag leaves at PD7, whereby final leaf-number was reduced in the
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varieties Chomrong and X-Jigna compared to PD6, while it remained the same for IR
64. Duration of the vegetative stage (until appearance of flag leaf) could not be fully
determined for all planting dates and varieties because of temporally limited experimental period. While in Ambohibary only one plot (Chomrong, PD 6) accomplished to
develop flag leaves during the experimental period, in Ivory eight plots reached the
flag leaf stage. The vegetative growth period was therefore always longer in Ambohibary at respective PDs. The duration of the vegetative stage further increased with
increasing PD in Ivory, corresponding with dropping temperatures. Tiller-number was
highest at PD6 in Ambohibary across all genotypes. Where final tiller-number could
be obtained, it could be observed that final tiller-number was reduced at later PDs
(Ivory PD6 and PD7). Recorded plant height was always higher in Ivory across all
observed genotypes and PDs.
Table 5: Growth characteristics of five selected varieties at both sites in three successive planting dates.
Values represent means (n = 3) per plot. Values written in bold print indicate fully developed
flag leaves. AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date, DAS = Days after sowing.
AMB

Max. leaves

PD

6

Max. tillers

7

8

6

Max. height

DAS

7

8

6

7

8
10.3

6

7

8

89

88

57

Chomrong

11.0

8.0

3.7

17.3

7.3

1

60.6

33.8

X-Jigna

11.0

8.3

4.0

13.3

4.7

1

58.7

31.1

8.5 116

88

57

Faro 35

14.0

10.0

5.0

17.0

3.3

1

34.9

16.2

5.7 116

88

57

IR 64

14.3

10.3

5.3

25.7

2.3

1

37.9

20.1

9.4 116

88

57

X 265

14.3

9.5

4.3

22.0

3.8

1

44.5

16.3

5.2 116

88

57

IVR

Max. leaves

Max. tillers

Max. height

DAS

PD

6

7

8

6

7

8

6

7

8

Chomrong

9.0

8.3

8.3

8.3

5.7

3

77.7

37.3

X-Jigna

11.3

10.5

8.3

5

4.5

2.3

88.4

Faro 35

15.5

13.7

8.7

12

3.7

1

IR 64

15.0

15.0

10.0

18.7

12

X 265

15.0

12.3

8.0

13.5

5.3

5.3

6

7

8

30.6

66

67

71

56.6

26.3

73

80

71

70.4

33.0

18.6

95 101

71

2.3

65.9

44.3

17.9

80 101

71

1.7

85.0

31.1

18.7

95 101

71

Leaf development as affected by experimental environment

Formation of leaves on the main culm is chronologically presented in Fig. 3 for five
selected varieties, three PDs and both experimental sites. Each data point represents
a mean value over three sample plants and shows the highest fully developed leafnumber in each plot at the respective sampling date. Leaf emergence was delayed in
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colder environments, and the number of leaves produced in course of the vegetative
stage varied strongly among environments and genotypes.
17

Chomrong

IR 64

X-Jigna

X 265

15
13
11
9
7
5
3
1
17

Leaf-number
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9
7
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3
1
17
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IVR PD7
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11
9
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DAS
Figure 3: Last fully developed leaf-number on the main culm observed at respective
sampling dates plotted against days after sowing (DAS) and grouped by experimental
environment.
Leaf-number on the y-axis represents means (n = 3) per plot with error-bars representing the
standard-error. AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date.

Regarding the curve shapes, leaf emergence of higher leaf-numbers took more time
compared to lower leaf-numbers, particularly at PD6 in Ambohibary. The effect of experimental environment on leaf emergence appeared to be the same for all varieties,
as can be seen by the succession of data-points across experimental environments.
When comparing leaf development of the same PD at both sites in view of DAS, the
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leaf-number referring to Ivory was always higher than the respective leaf-number in
Ambohibary. A similar succession could be observed throughout PDs at each site.
Plants grown at subsequent PDs exhibited lower leaf-numbers when referring to DAS,
indicating that plants cultivated at later PDs required more time to develop the same
leaf-number. The lowest leaf-number was measured in the coldest environment (Ambohibary PD8, black circles) and the highest leaf-number was measured in the warmest environment (Ivory PD6, white circles) when regarding X-Jigna, Faro 35, IR64 and
X 265. IR 64 exhibited the same final leaf-number at PD7 in Ivory with a delay of
approx. 25 days. Chomrong exhibited the highest leaf-number at PD6 in Ambohibary.
It’s necessary to mention here that the highest measured leaf-number not always coincided with the flag leaf as can be abstracted from Table 5.
5.4

Temperature effects on leaf appearance rates.

In the first three subchapters (5.4.1-5.4.3) evaluation of LARs concentrates on the
effects of location and staggered PDs. At this, LARs of all measured leaves and genotypes were kept together, to identify general effects on leaf development of rice. In
the last subchapter (5.4.4) varietal differences were quantified with regard to thermal
responses of LAR. For this purpose, developmental differences among rice genotypes had to be considered, since developmental stage is also conceded to influence
LARs. Subsequently only common leaf-numbers, observed in respective experimental environments, were used in the analysis.
5.4.1

Effect of location on leaf appearance rates.

To analyze the effect of experimental location on LARs of observed rice genotypes,
LARs were separated by location and regressed against DAS, leaf-number, radiation
(Ravg2w) and temperature (Tavg2w). The results are presented in Fig. 4. There was a
distinct effect of experimental location on the relation between LARs of rice and the
respective parameter. The relation of LARs to evaluated parameters was always
stronger in Ambohibary as can be recognized by higher coefficients of determination
(R²). When regressed against DAS, LARs in Ambohibary exhibited a higher decline
with increasing DAS than in Ivory (p = <0.0001), resulting in lower LAR at later DAS.
Regarding the relation between LAR and leaf-number there was a significant decline
of LAR with increasing leaf-number in Ambohibary, while in Ivory no significant relationship could be established between leaf-number and LAR.
A similar relation existed when regressing LAR against the parameters radiation and
temperature, although the relation between LAR and temperature was more distinct
at both sites as indicated by higher R². Both climatic parameters (Tavg2w, Ravg2w)
exhibited generally higher values in Ivory, impeding hereby a direct comparison. As
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indicated by the regression lines, LAR increased with increasing Tavg2w and Ravg2w
on both sites and exhibited steeper slopes in Ambohibary (p = <0.0001; p = 0,0002),
indicating distinct thermal responses at respective sites. Where values of Tavg2w and
Ravg2w were overlapping, rice plants exhibited on average higher LAR in Ambohibary
than in Ivory, which was particularly true for Tavg2w.
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Figure 4: Mean leaf appearance rates (LAR) of five rice genotypes separated by location
and plotted against days after sowing (DAS), leaf-number, radiation (Ravg2w) and temperature (Tavg2w).
Black circles for Ambohibary and white circles for Ivory. LAR-values represent means (n = 3)
per plot. Ravg2w and Tavg2w represent mean values over two weeks preceding the sampling
date. Illustration of variation was relinquished to facilitate reading. Regression lines were calculated for each site separately. Solid line for Ambohibary and dashed line for Ivory. Asterisks
indicate significance level of the slopes. Small letters indicate significant differences between
the slopes.
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5.4.2

Effect of planting dates on leaf appearance rates in Ambohibary.

In this section, LARs were analyzed with respect to varying PDs in Ambohibary. In
the following Fig. 5, LARs of all observed genotypes were regressed against DAS,
leaf-number, Ravg2w and Tavg2w for each PD separately. No regression could be obtained for PD8, because of limited data availability. LARs were generally higher at
PD6 when referring to DAS and leaf-number respectively.
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Figure 5: Mean leaf appearance rates (LAR) of five rice genotypes in Ambohibary separated by planting date and plotted against days after sowing (DAS), leaf-number, radiation (Ravg2w) and temperature (Tavg2w).
Black circles for PD6, white triangles for PD7 and grey diamonds for PD8. LAR-values represent means (n = 3) per plot. Ravg2w and Tavg2w represent mean values over two weeks preceding the sampling date. Illustration of variation was relinquished to facilitate reading. Regression lines were calculated for each PD separately. Solid line for PD6 and dashed line for
PD7. Asterisks indicate significance level of the slopes. Small letters indicate significant differences between the slopes.
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With increasing DAS and leaf-number LARs decreased at PD6 and PD7 respectively,
whereby R² was higher for the relation LAR – DAS and PD6 respectively. Regression
lines referring to PD6 further exhibited slightly steeper slopes thereby indicating a
sharper decline of LAR-values in course of the growth period. Whereby the difference
of slopes was significant regarding the relation LAR – DAS (p = 0.012), no significant
difference existed between the slopes of PD6 and PD7 when regarding the relation
LAR and leaf-number (p = 0.7).
LARs increased with increasing Ravg2w and Tavg2w respectively at PD6 and PD7,
whereby here too, the relation LAR – Tavg2w was more distinct. Nevertheless, all calculated slopes exhibited significant linear relation to both climatic factors, which is not
surprising since Tavg2w and Ravg2w also exhibited a linear relationship (results not
shown). Calculated slopes of the regression lines exhibited significant differences
when regarding Tavg2w and Ravg2w respectively (p = 0.0001; p = 0.0031), indicating
a distinct thermal response of LAR at respective PDs. At lower Tavg 2w and Ravg2w
respectively, LARs observed at PD7 were on average slightly higher than at PD6,
which corresponds with higher leaf-numbers at PD6 and therefore lower LARs. At
higher Tavg2w, LARs were on average higher at PD6.
5.4.3

Effect of planting dates on leaf appearance rates in Ivory.

The effect of PDs on the LARs in Ivory was less distinct than in Ambohibary (Fig. 6).
No significant differences could be detected between any of the slopes in Fig. 6. The
regression analysis showed that at PD8 no significant relation could be observed between LARs and any of the tested parameters and at PD6 only LAR and DAS exhibited a significant relationship. A relationship between LARs and leaf-number could
only be substantiated at PD7, which indicated decreasing LARs with increasing leafnumber. When regressed against DAS, LARs observed at PD6 and PD7 exhibited a
slight decline with increasing DAS, whereby the relationship was more distinct at PD7.
Observed LARs exhibited a significant relationship with Tavg 2w only at PD7, which
indicated an increase of LARs with rising Tavg2w. The same relationship could be
observed, when LARs were regressed against Ravg2w (PD7). Because of limited temperature ranges within each PD and only narrow range of overlapping data, no direct
comparison of PD6 and PD8 was possible. Nevertheless, LARs observed at PD6 and
PD8 respectively exhibited no apparent differences despite marked differences in
thermal conditions.
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Figure 6: Mean leaf appearance rates (LAR) of five rice genotypes in Ivory separated by
planting date and plotted against days after sowing (DAS), leaf-number, radiation
(Ravg2w) and temperature (Tavg2w).
Black circles for PD6, white triangles for PD7 and grey diamonds for PD8. LAR-values represent means (n = 3) per plot. Ravg2w and Tavg2w represent mean values over two weeks preceding the sampling date. Illustration of variation was relinquished to facilitate reading. Regression lines were calculated for each PD separately. Solid line for PD6, dashed line for PD7
and dotted line for PD8. Asterisks indicate significance level of the slopes. Small letters indicate significant differences between the slopes.

5.4.4

Effect of temperature and genotype on leaf appearance rates.

Genotypic LARs of leaves 5 – 8 were averaged for each sampling date and plotted
against Tavg2w. Broken-stick regression was applied, including all data in the respective plot, with intent to differentiate between data ranges where temperature had a
limiting effect on LARs and where LARs appeared independent from temperature.
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The break point was determined by gradually including LAR observed at higher temperatures up to the point where highest R² was obtained. The results are presented
in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Mean genotypic leaf appearance rates (LAR) of the leaves 5 – 8 plotted against
temperature (Tavg2w) and grouped by experimental environment.
AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date. Tavg2w represents mean values over two
weeks preceding the sampling date. Y-error-bars indicate standard-deviation of LARs (n = 3),
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regression analysis when retaining outliers.
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For each observed variety, there was a clear aggregation of observed LARs accordant to experimental location, PDs and prevailing temperatures. Whereas in Ambohibary temperature had a significantly limiting effect on LARs of tested rice genotypes,
in Ivory this relation was not distinct as already indicated by the regression analysis
in Fig. 4. Although for some varieties (Faro 35, X 265) positive relations between LARs
and Tavg2w could also be established in Ivory, some of the observed LARs were not
considered representative and were excluded from regression analysis (crossed values in Fig. 7). As presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. LARs observed at earlier PDs were
generally higher than LARs recorded at later PDs, which correspond with lower temperatures. The highest LARs were exhibited by IR 64 and Faro 35 at Tavg2w of around
20 °C and 18 °C respectively and were observed at PD6 in Ambohibary. Where data
range from both experimental sites was overlapping (18 – 20 °C), all varieties exhibited higher LARs in Ambohibary.
All varieties exhibited a significant increase of LARs with increasing Tavg 2w up to the
break point. The break point of the regression appeared at Tavg 2w of around 18 °C,
with slight varietal differences. At temperatures, higher than the break-point no temperature response of LARs could be observed (p (slope) > 0.05). Temperature responses of LARs as indicated by solid lines in Fig. 7 differed between observed varieties in terms of determination (R², significance) and sensitivity (slope). IR 64 exhibited the most distinct response of LARs to increasing temperature as indicated by R².
To identify genotypic differences in thermal responses of observed LARs, a covariance analysis was conducted. No significant interaction (p = 0.61) insisted between
the variables genotype and Tavg2w in respect of LARs, indicating that the slopes were
not distinct. Assuming equal slopes, the model predicted significant differences of estimated mean LARs up to the breakpoint (p = 0.0015). The results are presented in
Fig. 8. Chomrong and X-Jigna exhibited significantly lower mean LARs than Faro35
and IR64. LARs observed on X 265 were significantly higher compared to Chomrong
but not when compared to X-Jigna. Significant differences in mean LARs indicated
also significant differences in Tbase. Tbase was determined from the equations of regression lines and accounted for 10.2 °C, 9.9 °C, 8.2 °C, 8.7 °C, and 8.8 °C for Chomrong,
X-Jigna, Faro 35, IR 64 and X 265 respectively, when assuming equal slopes.
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Figure 8: Results of ANCOVA referring to leaf appearance rates (LAR) of five rice genotypes assuming equal thermal responses (equal slopes) within Tavg2w of 12 °C – 18 °C.
Left chart shows the data used for ANCOVA and the resulting regression lines. LAR-values
represent means (n = 3) per plot. Tavg2w represents mean values over two weeks preceding
the sampling date. Illustration of variation was relinquished to facilitate reading. Right chart
shows predicted genotypic mean LARs at Tavg2w between 12 °C and 18 °C. Small letters
indicate significant differences among genotypes.

5.5

Leaf area of single leaves as affected by thermal environment.

LA of singles leaves developed in course of the experimental period is graphically
presented in Fig. 9. Each data point represents a mean value over three sampled
plants with error-bars showing the standard-error. LA of single leaves generally increased with increasing ontogenetic leaf-number in all observed varieties and across
all tested environments. In environments where the plants approached the reproductive stage (Ambohibary PD6, Ivory PD6, PD7), individual leaf area decreased again
for the last one to three leaves, indicating panicle initiation.
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Figure 9: Leaf area (LA) of single leaves plotted against respective leaf-numbers and
grouped by experimental environment.
LA-values on the y-axis represent means (n = 3) per plot, with error-bars representing the
standard-error. Illustration of leaf-number variation (n = 3) was relinquished to facilitate reading. AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date.

The highest single leaf LA (36.31 cm²) was observed in the variety X-Jigna at leafnumber 10 in Ivory at PD6, which constitutes the warmest experimental environment.
IR 64, X 265 and Faro 35 also developed highest single leaf LA in the same environment, which was particularly true for leaves with a higher leaf-number. Chomrong
developed its largest leaf in Ambohibary at PD6, which was leaf-number 10 with 26.33
cm². The lowest single leaf LA was measured in Ambohibary at PD8 over all observed
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varieties, which also constitutes the coldest of the tested environments. Generally, it
may be suggested that at respective leaf-numbers, LA of single leaves was higher in
warmer environments. When considering PD7 (black and white triangles) Chomrong
attracted attention, because it was the only variety which exhibited highest single leaf
LA at PD6 in Ambohibary, which constituted considerably lower temperatures than
PD6 in Ivory.
In order to quantify the effect of thermal environment on LA of single leaves, a multiple
regression was conducted. The results are presented in Table 6. The dataset for multiple regression comprised LA of all measured leaves, the respective leaf-number and
Tavg2w preceding the date of fully development of the respective leaf. Tavg2w ranged
from 11.85 °C to 24.69 °C and leaf-number from 2 to 16. There was a significant,
positive correlation between leaf-number and LA across all observed genotypes,
which confirms the observations in Fig. 9. In four of five observed varieties (X-Jigna,
Faro 35, IR 64, X 265) there was a significant relationship between Tavg2w and LA,
indicating that LA of individual leaves increased with rising temperature. For Chomrong this relationship was not significant, the LA of respective leaves was only dependent on leaf-number.
Table 6: Coefficients of determination (R²), regression coefficients, and p-values (α =
0.05) referring to multiple regression analysis of LA against temperature (Tavg2w) and
leaf-number (LN) across all experimental environments.

Parameter

X-Jigna

Faro 35

IR 64

X 265

0.65

0.80

0.70

0.79

0.69

Intercept

-5.04

-18.62

-20.53

-12.46

-15.43

Coefficient Tavg2w

-0.1

0.37

0.82

0.46

0.41

1.75

1.52

2.15

R²

Chomrong

Coefficient LN

2.92

3.78

p (Tavg2w)

0.35

0.0003

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

p (LN)
5.6

Length/Width-ratio of leaves as affected by thermal environment.

As temperature had a significant effect on LA of single leaves, it was assumed that
temperature likewise influenced L/W-ratio of respective leaves. A multiple regression
was conducted to verify this assumption. L/W-ratio was calculated for each fully developed leaf and regressed against leaf-number and Tavg2w preceding the date of leaf
development completion. The data used for regression analysis is graphically presented in Fig. 12 (Annex). The results are listed in Table 7. Although the coefficients
of determination were quite low, the model predicted a positive, significant relationship
over four of five observed varieties, indicating that the L/W-ratio increased likewise
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with rising leaf-number and Tavg2w. Except for Faro 35, L/W-ratio was more related to
Tavg2w than leaf-number as indicated by significance levels. In the case of IR 64 L/Wratio was only dependent on temperature.
Table 7: Coefficients of determination (R²), regression coefficients, and p-values (α =
0.05) referring to multiple regression analysis of L/W-ratio against temperature (Tavg2w)
and leaf-number (LN) across all experimental environments.

Parameter

Chomrong

X-Jigna

Faro 35

IR 64

X 265

R²

0.13

0.21

0.45

0.21

0.38

Intercept

9.43

12.85

-3.59

11.01

5.1

Coefficient Tavg2w

0.58

0.69

1.06

0.74

1.21

Coefficient LN

0.71

0.68

0.91

0.22

0.35

p (Tavg2w)

0.0004

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

p (LN)

0.02

0.001

<0.0001

5.7

0.1

0.01

Tillering as affected by varying environmental conditions

Mean tiller-number was plotted against DAS for each genotype and experimental environment at respective sampling dates. The results are presented in Fig. 10. As expected there was high variation in tiller production across experimental environments
and genotypes. The highest tiller number was found in IR 64 across most of the tested
environments, followed by X 265, Chomrong and Faro 35. X-Jigna exhibited the lowest tiller production under tested environmental conditions. Surprisingly all varieties
exhibited the highest tiller-number in Ambohibary at PD6, which was not the warmest
environment. Nevertheless, only Chomrong surpassed the tillering-stage in this environment, while other varieties were markedly delayed in their development, despite
high tiller numbers. At PD7, IR64 showed the highest tiller production in Ivory, while
in Ambohibary Chomrong produced the highest tiller-number. Tiller production of XJigna, Faro 35 and X 265 was strongly inhibited at PD7 at both sites. Regarding the
tiller production of IR64, there was a pronounced difference between the two sites at
PD7 (black and white triangles), whereas for other varieties it was not the case, despite higher temperatures in Ivory. At PD8 tiller production was drastically delayed in
all varieties in Ivory, while in Ambohibary no variety even reached the tillering stage
until the end of experimental period.
Presented progressions of tiller production in Fig. 10 followed a sigmoidal shape, particularly at PD6 at both sites. The slope of the curves represents the tillering rate at
each point of development. When regarding tillering rate of X 265 and Faro 35 at PD6,
it was the same at both sites, while maximum tiller-number was markedly reduced in
Ivory and was reached earlier as compared to Ambohibary. Tillering rate of IR64 was
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reduced at PD6 in Ivory compared to Ambohibary and resulted in lower tiller-number.
Onset of tillering was also delayed in colder environments especially at PD8. At PD6
and PD7 tillering started at around 40 DAS at both sites, while at PD8 onset of tillering
occurred at around 60 DAS in Ivory and could not be observed in Ambohibary.
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Figure 10: Tiller number observed at respective sampling dates plotted against days
after sowing (DAS) and grouped by experimental environment.
Tiller number on the y-axis represents means (n = 3) per plot, with error bars representing the
standard error. AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date.
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Two types of multiple regressions were conducted for each variety to quantify the
effect of environmental conditions on tillering rate. The first one comprised Tavg2w and
tiller-number as independent variables with tiller-number indicating the advancing developmental process. All varieties exhibited a significant relationship between tillernumber and tillering rate, but no relation could be established between tillering rate
and Tavg2w (results not shown). The second approach comprised Ravg2w and tillernumber as independent variables. At this, a significant relation to both variables could
be established for X-Jigna, Faro 35, IR 64, and X265, whereby except for IR 64 the
relation was more distinct regarding tiller-number (Table 8). For Chomrong no significant relation could be observed between tillering rate and Ravg2w. Here tillering rate
was only dependent on actual tiller-number.
Table 8: Coefficients of determination (R²), regression coefficients and p-values (α =
0.05) referring to multiple regression analysis of tillering rate against radiation (Ravg2w)
and tiller-number (TN) across all experimental environments.

Parameter
R²
Intercept

Chomrong

X-Jigna

Faro 35

IR 64

X 265

0.65

0.31

0.26

0.48

0.26

-0.11

-0.24

-0.26

-0.68

-0.34

Coefficient Ravg2w

0.0007

0.0013

0.001

0.003

0.002

Coefficient TN

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

p (Ravg2w)

0.19

0.01

0.02

>0.0001

0.02

<0.0001

0.003

0.007

0.0007

0.004

p (TN)
5.8

Destructive leaf area and biomass sampling

In course of the experimental period, destructive samplings were taken to determine
crop development and to identify thermal responses of leaf area and biomass accumulation. Gained data was regressed against accumulated daily mean temperature
(GDD), and is presented in the Fig. 11. Each data point in the graph represents one
sample in one of the observed environments with rice plants in different developmental stages. The number of observed PDs varied among genotypes due to varying crop
duration. Sigmoidal functions were adapted to the data points to establish genotypic
growth functions.
Regarding the curves, genotypic thermal responses referring to LA and DM accumulation differed in course of the growth period. Generally, differences in LA were more
distinct than differences in DM. Whereas DM was very similar for all varieties at about
1500 GDD, there were already remarkable differences regarding the leaf area. The
highest LA- and DM-values at the latest measured growth stage were produced by
Faro 35 followed by X 265 and IR 64. Whereas X265 produced more DM than IR64,
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it was the opposite when regarding LA. Chomrong exhibited the lowest final LA and
X-Jigna the lowest final DM. On the other hand, when regarding earlier growth stages,
Chomrong exhibited the highest DM accumulation up to around 2000 GDD, where
the slope flattened, reaching an approximated maximum value. A similar thermal response could be observed in LA-accumulation of IR 64. Up to 2000 GDD, IR 64 exhibited the highest LA, where an approximated maximum value was reached.
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Figure 11: Leaf area (LA) and dry matter (DM) development of five rice genotypes plotted against growing degree days (GDD).
Dataset comprises all available PDs at both sites. Each data point represents one sample in
a certain experimental environment. GDD was calculated by accumulating daily mean
temperatures. Sigmoidal functions were adapted to the dataset for each genotype separately:

𝑦 = 𝑦0 +

𝑎
1+𝑒

−(

𝑥−𝑥0
)
𝑏

. Crossed values were not considered

Regarding the progression of the sigmoidal functions referring to DM accumulation,
Chomrong needed the lowest Tsum to achieve an approximated maximum value, followed by X-Jigna and IR 64. When regarding LA accumulation, IR 64 needed the
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lowest Tsum to achieve an approximated maximum value. Thus, there were discrepancies regarding GDD needed for achievement of an approximated maximum value
of DM and LA. Whereas in Chomrong and X-Jigna maximum DM was reached at
lower Tsum than maximum LA, in IR 64 and X 265 it was the opposite. DM and LA of
Faro 35 seemed to coincide in their development when referring to GDD.
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6. Discussion
6.1

Quantifying effects of thermal environment on developmental processes.

Many studies were conducted with the purpose of quantifying effects of thermal environment on crop growth and development. In many cases a linear relationship between crop development and thermal time [°Cd] could be established (Gallagher,
1979; Baker et al., 1986; Slafer et al., 1994), indicating that development rates increase linearly with daily mean temperature. Although the thermal time method approved its utility because of its simplicity and its higher accuracy in estimating crop
development than number of days it has been subjected to much criticism over the
years (Yin et al., 1995). Summerfield et al. (1992) described the thermal response of
development rates as a broken-stick model with breakpoints at Tbase and Topt. Beyond
Topt development rates stagnate or even decrease. A similar thermal response of LAR
could be observed on the leaves 5 – 8 (Fig.7), where LARs were regressed against
Tavg2w.
Dingkuhn et al. (1995) complemented the linear thermal response of development
having an upper (Topt) and lower (Tbase) response limit with the effect of photoperiod,
resulting in a photothermal model of crop development. Effect of photoperiod on development of early leaves is assumed to be negligible, while during PSP, development
rates may decrease if photoperiod is > 12h (Shresta et al., 2012). Photoperiodical
sensitivity varies among genotypes and determines the variability of crop duration
when subjected to variable environments. Summerfield et al. (1992) further claimed
that photoperiod sensitivity might be influenced by temperature. In the present study
photoperiod was the same at both sites and decreased from 12 h to 10.8 h in course
of the experimental period. Since photoperiod was equal on both sites it was assumed, that it was not the cause of distinct thermal responses of LAR at respective
sites as presented in Fig. 4.
In paddy rice, it must be considered that thermal environment of the apical growth
point is determined by water temperature for greater part of the growing season, which
is prone to less diurnal fluctuations than air temperature. As already suggested by
Dingkuhn et al. (1995) air temperatures measured at 2 m height did not accurately
reflect the thermal environment of the growing point of rice. Because technical equipment for continuous recording of water temperature was lacking, air temperature was
used in the present study to describe the effect of thermal environment. Tavg 2w was
found to cover a representative period as it was already used by Sie et al. (1998) for
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calculation of mean water temperatures. Recorded water and soil temperature at respective samplings was not considered to represent thermal environment for a certain
period, since resulting regressions were characterized by a low R².
Regressions were also conducted with Tavg1w, Tmin1w and Tmin2w, but no better fit
could be achieved. Diurnal amplitudes varied strongly throughout experimental period
and across experimental environments and might have influenced the relation between Tavg2w and LAR. Yin and Kropff (1996) reported that flowering responses were
significantly correlated with diurnal temperature amplitudes in some rice genotypes,
whereas other genotypes did not exhibit such reaction. It should be considered that
varying diurnal temperature fluctuations might have affected thermal responses of
LARs, resulting in distinct LARs at the same Tavg2w in different experimental environments.
Besides diurnal temperature variations, variations of daily mean temperatures within
the two-week-periods were remarkable and were not reflected in the relation Tavg2w
and LAR. Further research is needed in order to quantify effects of thermal environment on crop development rates.
6.2

Observation and calculation of leaf appearance rates

As reported by Warrington and Kanemasu (1983) LARs in maize could vary three to
fourfold due to different ways of counting leaves. Some calculated leaf appearance
rates based on leaf tip emergence while others considered a leaf only when the ligule
was visible. Kiniry et al. (1991) and Ritchie (1993) suggested that in maize leaf tips
appear in constant intervals whereas the rate of full leaf expansion decrease with
increasing thermal time from seedling emergence. As a result, leaf tips of particularly
higher leaf numbers would appear earlier than the ligule of the preceding leaf (adapted
from Yin and Kropff, 1996). In the present study, LAR was determined based on fully
expanded leaves, with the ligule serving as an indicator for the end of leaf development. At that time, successive leaf tips already appeared as described by Kiniry et al.
(1991) and Ritchie (1993). Hence it can be claimed that also in rice the method of
LAR calculation may have a strong influence on resulting LARs.
Further it should be remarked that calculation of LAR was conducted based on fixed
intervals of two sampling dates, and not for each leaf-number separately. The application of this method had two reasons: 1) Field observations were conducted once
week on each site, whereby exact dates of leaf appearance could not be determined
and 2) by using intervals of two weeks, the amplitude of resulting LAR-values could
be reduced, since particularly in colder environments it took often more than one week
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for a leaf to complete its development. Application of this method also comprised disadvantages. Resulting LARs could not be exactly attributed to certain leaf-numbers,
but rather to certain periods of development. Data resolution and data quality were
reduced due to less data points and limited accuracy when assigning dates of leaf
development. Nevertheless, the method allowed to calculate representative LARs and
to establish a relation to prevailing thermal conditions.
Leaf counting started usually on leaf-numbers 3 – 4 as the plants were transplanted
into the field. Unfortunately, it was not possible to start with the counting in the seedling bed because the plants could not be distinguished. This fact affected the study in
two different aspects. Firstly, as already stated in Literature review / Source development LAR of the first five leaves is strongly dependent on thermal environment (Sie
et al., 1998), which could not be assessed in the present study. And secondly, it may
be assumed that transplanting shock had an influence on LAR of successive leaves,
this effect however could not be assessed or quantified.
6.3

Effect of experimental environment

In the present study, experimental environment is defined by location and PD.
Whereas differences in PDs are primary temperature related, the effect of location
may also possess other dimensions like differences in soil structure, prevalence of
pests and diseases and field management. Not to neglect other environmental factors
like air humidity and radiation which refer to both, PD and location, and which may
have a distinct effect on plant growth and development. While LARs observed in Ambohibary decreased with increasing leaf-number and processing time (DAS), LARs
observed in Ivory exhibited only a relation to DAS, suggesting that there too, was a
decrease of LAR in course of the growth period. This effect however may not be attributed to leaf-number, but more likely to decreasing temperature in course of the
growth period. The reason might be that in Ivory only at PD7 the range of observed
leaf-numbers covered as well lower and higher leaf-numbers and only there a relationship between LAR and leaf-number could be established. Leaf-counting at PD6
started approx. from leaf-number 7 and at PD8 it ended at leaf-number 9 (average
over all varieties). In Ambohibary a linear relationship between LAR and leaf-number
could be established at PD6 and PD7.
Temperature values observed at respective locations exhibited only a limited overlapping range, inhibiting hereby a direct comparison of LAR with regard to temperature.
But nevertheless, within the overlapping temperature range (18 – 20 °C) LARs observed in Ambohibary were higher than in Ivory. LARs further exhibited different temperature responses at respective sites as indicated by the regression lines in Fig. 4.
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Regarding the effect of staggered PDs on thermal responses of LARs, differences
were not as distinct as between experimental sites. In Ivory, no differences of thermal
responses of LARs could be observed across PDs, whereas in Ambohibary significant
differences were determined between PD6 and PD7. Consequently, it may be claimed
that either Tavg2w could not fully reflect the effect of thermal environment on LARs or
other factors (climate or location oriented) were responsible for variation of LARs
across experimental environments.
6.4

Leaf growth and development as affected by experimental environment.

As presented in Results 5.2-5.3 leaf growth and development varied across experimental sites, planting dates and genotypes. As already observed by Sie et al. (1998),
the number of leaves produced on the main culm varied with PDs, experimental location and therefore environmental conditions, thereby influencing the duration of the
vegetative stage. Yoshida (1981) claimed that variability of crop duration, induced
through variations in total leaf-number is mainly an effect of photoperiod, while temperature mainly influences the duration of developmental processes. Yin and Kropff
(1996) on the other hand, observed under controlled conditions that crop duration
variability was always associated with variations in leaf-number, no matter whether
photoperiod or temperature was the cause of duration variability. In the present study,
it could be observed that final leaf number influenced the duration of the vegetative
stage. Varieties with lower final leaf-numbers (Chomrong, X-Jigna) reached the flagleaf stage earlier than IR64, X265 and Faro35, resulting in shorter vegetative stage.
When exposed to colder environments (Ivory PD7 compared to PD6), total leaf-number was slightly reduced regarding Chomrong and X-Jigna while it remained the same
for IR 64. This reaction may suggest adaptation mechanisms of certain varieties to
cold stress, resulting in shortened vegetative period. The fact that flag-leaf development in Chomrong accounted for only one day more at PD7 when compared to PD6
(Ivory), despite markedly lower temperatures, supports this assumption. Thus, it may
be claimed that the ability of certain genotypes to reduce total leaf-number due to cold
stress influence, may reduce yield reduction through chilling because of shortened
crop duration.
Environmental conditions also influenced the size (LA) and shape (L/W-ratio) of the
leaves. Stuerz et al. (2014) reported that in rice LA per tiller was positively correlated
with meristem temperature. In this study a significant relation could be established
between LA of single leaves and Tavg2w in four of five observed genotypes. LA of
respective leaf-numbers was highest in Ivory at PD6, which accounted for the warmest of experimental environments. Ong and Baker (1985) claimed that final leaf size
would increase with temperature when Tbase for duration is lower than for the rate of
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expansion and attain its maximum size at a temperature below Topt for the expansion
rate. In the present study Tbase and Topt for leaf duration and expansion rate could not
be determined because of insufficient data quality, but assuming that observed temperature ranged below Topt for leaf expansion, particularly in colder environments, observed increment of leaf size with temperature supports the statement of Ong and
Baker (1985). The L/W-ratio of measured leaves was likewise found to be influenced
by temperature and coincides with the statement of Yin and Kropff (1996) that temperature influences tissue expansion rates and the cell division rates. Assuming
higher cell division rates with increasing temperature, the leaves grew longer, hereby
increasing the L/W-ratio.
Regarding the rate of leaf development, there were variations in course of growth
period and throughout experimental environments. As already reported in previous
studies (Gao et al., 1992; Yin and Kropff, 1996; Egle et al., 2015), LARs decreased
as the time processed. On the other hand Ellis et al. (1993) observed that emergence
of successive leaves was marked by a linear relationship when regressed against
DAS. In the present study leaf development of higher leaf-numbers required more
time, particularly on the experimental plots in Ambohibary. Though it must be considered that in course of the growth period temperatures decreased, which also could be
the reason for reduced LARs of higher leaf-numbers.
The rate of leaf development was markedly delayed in colder environments as already
presented in Fig. 3. In Ambohibary and particularly at later PDs plants needed more
time to develop the same leaf-number on the main culm as compared to Ivory and
earlier PDs. Many studies showed that number of developed leaves is linearly related
to accumulated thermal units (GDD) (Gallagher, 1979; Baker et al., 1986; Slafer et
al., 1994). When leaf-number was regressed against GDD (Fig. 13, Annex), the relation could be approx. linearized for each PD separately, but leaf-numbers observed
in colder environments were still lower at respective GDD. The reason for this observation may be that for the calculation of GDD, Tbase was not considered. Thus, the
heat value assigned to respective days was overestimated particularly in colder environments, resulting in higher GDD values, than physiologically exploitable.
6.5

Temperature effects on leaf appearance rates

Results obtained in course of the study coincide with the work of many authors (Summerfield et al., 1992; Dingkuhn et al., 1995; Sie et al., 1998). Leaf development of the
leaves 5 – 8 followed a linear thermal response pattern with an upper (Topt, 18°C)
and lower (Tbase, 8 – 10 °C) response limit. However, Cao et al. (1989) observed an
exponential increase of phyllochron (1/LAR) with increasing temperature in wheat and
barley and Yin and Kropff (1996) reported the same for rice. In the present study, a
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broken stick regression was applied because the method allowed to differentiate between temperature ranges, where temperature had a limiting effect on LARs and
where LARs appeared independent from temperature. When an exponential function
was applied on calculated LARs in relation to Tavg2w no better fit could be achieved.
Whereas in previous studies Topt for rice was quantified in the range of 20 – 30 °C
(Summerfield et al., 1992; Ritchie, 1993; Yin and Kropff, 1996; Sie et al., 1998;
Shresta, 2007), results obtained in the current study indicated Topt to be around 18°C
for the development of leaf-numbers 5 – 8. This pronounced difference may have
several reasons. 1) Tavg2w does not exactly represent the thermal environment of the
apical growth point as already discussed in Discussion 6.1. Assuming that diurnal
temperature differences affected air temperature more than water temperature, resulting means of air temperature may differ from means of water temperature. 2)
While Sie et al. (1998) observed that LAR of leaf-numbers >5 was not influenced by
thermal environment within a water temperature range of 13 – 35 °C, results of the
present study showed that LAR of leaves 5 – 8 exhibited a thermal response within a
temperature range of 12 – 18 °C Tavg2w. Yoshida (1973) also observed that temperature affected LARs far more during the first three weeks of growth than during the
rest of the vegetative period. Consequently, it stands to reason that thermal response
of LAR may differ depending on the ontogenetic leaf-number. Yoshida (1973) justifies
this assumption by claiming that at leaf-age lower than 2.7, rice plants derive energy
mainly from seed reserves and its mobilization is controlled by temperature. 3) Calculation of thermal responses of LARs (regression lines in Fig. 7) within Tavg2w of 12
– 18 °C was mainly based on data obtained from Ambohibary, which gave no hints
on stagnating LARs on individual examination. Based on the assumption that LARs
observed in Ivory exhibited no thermal response, the break-point occurred within the
overlapping data range of Ivory and Ambohibary. Nevertheless, it should be considered that leaf development in Ivory may have been delayed due to biotic or abiotic
stress factors, because of inoperative water conduits as an impact of heavy rains and
higher prevalence of blast disease and locusts. The fact, that within the overlapping
temperature range LARs observed in Ambohibary were always higher than in Ivory,
supports this assumption. Therefore, LAR-values which were not considered representative were excluded from the regression analysis.
It was also considered that differences in radiation could have been responsible for
lower LARs in Ivory within the overlapping temperature range (18 – 20 °C), but at
respective samplings, where excluded LARs were observed, radiation was even
higher in Ivory. Another reason for higher LARs in Ambohibary at Tavg2w between 18
– 20 °C could be that rice plants grown in Ambohibary experienced a cold hardening
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period, which enabled the plants to maintain higher LARs within the overlapping temperature range as compared to plants grown in Ivory. In order to verify this assumption
further studies should incorporate leaf duration and senescence in the data analysis.
The results obtained from covariance analysis showed that no significant differences
could be determined among the genotypes regarding the slopes of the regression
lines. Nevertheless, the model suggested significant differences in mean LARs assuming equal slopes within Tavg2w of 12 – 18 °C, thereby indicating significant differences in Tbase. Obtained Tbase for development of leaf-number 5 – 8 ranged between
8.2 °C and 10.2 °C for Faro 35 and Chomrong respectively, which approx. coincide
with results obtained from previous studies (Yoshida, 1981; Dingkuhn and Miezan,
1995; Sie et al., 1998; Shresta, 2007). Still, it’s surprising that the presumable cold
tolerant genotypes, Chomrong and X-Jigna, exhibited highest Tbase-values for LAR of
leaf-number 5 – 8 of all observed genotypes.
6.6

Tillering as affected by environmental conditions

As presented in Fig. 10 tillering was strongly affected by experimental environment.
Earlier PDs generally favored tillering and at PD6 tillering was more pronounced in
Ambohibary, while at PD7, except for Chomrong, tillering was more vigorously in
Ivory. Multiple regressions conducted in the present study showed that tillering rate
was affected by perceived radiation rather than by prevailing temperatures. For a long
time, it was not evident in which way environmental conditions, particularly temperature influenced tillering of rice. While some authors (e.g. Oda and Honda, 1963;
adapted from Nishiyama, 1985), reported that tillering was favored by low temperatures during short day conditions, Yoshida (1973) observed that tillering was favored
by higher temperatures within observed range of 22 – 31 °C. Yoshida (1973) concluded that the difference in thermal responses of tillering between a long day and a
short day could result from distinct amounts of received radiation. Yoshida (1981)
claimed that higher temperatures generally increase tillering by providing more tiller
buds. Under low light conditions however some of the tillers buds may not develop
and low temperatures may increase tiller number. Matsushima et al. (1966) approved
this effect as he has shown that percentage of tiller bud development is high when
the temperatures are low (adapted from Yoshida, 1973). As reported by Graf et al.
(1990) and Zhong et al. (2002) high LAI leads to increased shading of tiller buds
thereby inhibiting tiller development. It may be assumed that in Ivory rice plants exhibited higher LAI due to higher temperatures, since according to Shimono et al.
(2002) and Stuerz et al. (2014) LA is positively correlated with meristem temperature.
This may explain the observation obtained in the present study that highest tiller-num-
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ber was produced in Ambohibary at PD6, where high radiation and lower temperatures favored tiller production. When regarding tiller development of Faro 35 and X
265 at PD6 at both sites (Fig. 10), it’s striking, that there was no difference in tillering
rate, but in final tiller number. Zhong et al. (2002) has shown that tillering stops when
a critical LAI is reached. It may be therefore suggested that a critical LAI was reached
in Ivory, while in Ambohibary temperature and light conditions promoted further tiller
production.
6.7

Growth curves obtained from destructive measurements

The basic idea underlying the application of the method is that plant development may
be assessed and predicted based on thermal time (GDD). Normally, cardinal growth
temperatures had to be considered in order to precisely estimate crop development,
but since cardinal temperatures vary in course of development and couldn’t be obtained across all phenophases in the present study, thermal time was calculated by
using only daily mean temperatures. Resulting growth curves of LA and DM regressed
against GDD exhibited representative progression and coincided with the results obtained from weekly observations of leaf and tiller development. Calculated Tbase-values could be figuratively assigned to respective growth curves, resulting in faster LA
build-up of genotypes with lower Tbase. Varieties which exhibited the highest final leafnumber and LARs (Faro 35, IR 64 and X265) also developed the highest LA. The
steep increase of LA of IR 64 within the thermal time of approx. 1300-1900 °Cd could
be attributed to its pronounced tiller production, once the tillering stage was reached
as can be seen in Fig. 10. Nevertheless, final LA was higher in the varieties Faro 35
and X 265, which may be explained by larger leaves of the respective varieties as
presented in Fig. 9. The varieties with highest DM-values at around 3000 °Cd occurred to be also the varieties with the highest final tiller number.
Increase in LA and DM did not occur simultaneously in the respective varieties as can
be seen when comparing e.g. Chomrong and X-Jigna. Whereas X-Jigna exhibited
higher LA than Chomrong throughout the developmental process, Chomrong on the
contrary exhibited higher DM accumulation. However, this effect may be attributed to
genotypical differences in carbohydrate partitioning between leaves and stems or differences in specific leaf area [cm²/g]. The fact that in some varieties (Chomrong and
X-Jigna) DM accumulation reached its peak earlier than LA-accumulation is more
striking and could not be explained. It was suggested that either obtained values of
LA or DM contained errors and were not representative. One DM-value of X-Jigna
was already excluded in advance before fitting of respective growth curves on the
data points. It was assumed that the value was too high and did not represent the
reality.
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It may be claimed that the method applied is promising, because it enables to analyze
crop development in an instant of time and does not require repeated samplings in
course of the growth period. However, this method should be approved in further
studies by incorporating cardinal temperatures and by conducting a comparison with
observations conducted in course of the growth period.
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7. Conclusion
The results of the study show that early source development of rice was markedly
influenced by thermal conditions and solar radiation prevailing in the experimental
environments. Whereas leaf development and respective LARs of the leaves 5 – 8
were found to increase linearly within Tavg2w of 12 – 18 °C, tillering could rather be
related to radiation. Beyond 18 °C no further acceleration of leaf development could
be observed. This leads to the conclusion that during vegetative stage rice is more
tolerant to low temperatures than during reproductive stage as described in literature.
Since several authors (Yoshida 1981; Yin and Kropff, 1996) on the contrary reported
that leaf development of rice increased linearly with temperature until 30 °C, it was
concluded that location factors (soil, biotic and abiotic stresses) could have been responsible for lower LARs in Ivory.
Differences in genotypic thermal responses of LAR of leaves 5 – 8 were found to be
negligible, still observed genotypes exhibited different T base for development of respective leaves. Although calculated Tbase for leaf development of the leaves 5 – 8
was highest for the variety Chomrong, it was the only variety which developed flag
leaves at PD6 in Ambohibary. Followingly it may be suggested that Tbase for leaf development is not sufficient for accurate assessment of cold tolerance.
A positive relation could be observed between temperature and LA of single leaves
and the respective L/W-ratio. Low temperatures were found to reduce the final number of leaves on the main culm and therefore also the duration of the vegetative stage
in the varieties Chomrong and X-Jigna. Generally, it may be suggested that genotypes, which are able to shorten vegetative development due to low temperatures, are
generally promising in environments where temperature constitutes a restricting
growth factor like in the highlands of Madagascar.
With the data gained from snapshot measurements representative growth curves
could be created, still discrepancies regarding LA and DM accumulation lead to the
conclusion that incorporation of cardinal temperatures is essential for accurate estimation of crop development based on thermal time.
At last it’s necessary to mention that quantifying effects of thermal environment on
rice development should be based on water temperature, since Tavg2w used in the
present study was prone to large diurnal and daily variations, thereby providing a significant source for bias.
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Table 9: Genotypical correction factors for determination of leaf area from rectangular
leaf area (length * width) as obtained from destructive samplings.
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Figure 12: Length/Width-ratio (L/W-ratio) of single leaves plotted against respective
leaf-numbers and grouped by experimental environment.
L/W-ratio on the y-axis represent means (n = 3) per plot with error bars representing the standard-error. AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date.
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Figure 13: Last fully developed leaf-number on the main culm observed at respective
sampling dates plotted against growing degree days (GDD) and grouped by experimental environment.
Leaf-number on the y-axis represents means (n= 3) per plot with error-bars representing the
standard-error. GDD was calculated by accumulating daily mean temperatures. AMB = Ambohibary, IVR = Ivory, PD = Planting date.
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Figure 14: Field layout Ambohibary and Ivory.
PD = Planting date. Numbers 1-20 refer to selected rice genotypes. Chomrong = 1, X-Jigna =
9, Faro 35 = 10, IR 64 = 14, X 265 = 18.
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